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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company uses Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations.
You need to perform month-end close processes.

At which process steps should you perform the actions? To
answer, drag the appropriate process steps to the appropriate
actions. Each process step may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer three-tiered web shop is hosted across four data
centers with strict network security policies between the
virtualized web servers and database servers. They want to
continue to enforce the security policies after the machines
are moved between the data centers. Which security solution
will accomplish the desired outcome?
A. Add HP TippingPoint N-series to the data centers
B. Implement HP Virtual IPS (vIPS) security appliance
C. Integrate HP Fortify into the virtual networks
D. Combine HP Operations Manager (OM) with ArcSight
Answer: A
Explanation:
HP TippingPoint NX key benefits include:
* Simple but powerful security policies: The NGIPS allows
security administrators to manage security policy with fine
granularity. Administrators can set specific network security
policies by network segment, by VLAN, or by Classless
Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR). In addition, by utilizing the
NGIPS platform's reputation capabilities and the Reputation
Digital Vaccine, customers can now incorporate the use of IP
addresses and DNS names into their security policy management.
Reference: HP TippingPoint NX Platform Next Generation
Intrusion Prevention Systems, Data sheet

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is a purpose of a Configuration Item Record?
A. Explain which procedure should be used for updating the
Configuration Item Records of products completed in the stage
B. Record quality issues found in a quality test of the product
C. Explain which procedure should be used for transferring
completed products into the operational and maintenance
environment
D. Record the development status of a product in a completed
Work Package
Answer: D
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